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We establish explicit expressions for both P and E in nx a(n)=P(x)+E(x)=
‘‘principal term’’+‘‘error term’’, when the (complex) arithmetical function a has a
generating function of the form ‘(s) Z(s), where ‘ is the Riemann zeta function, and
where Z has a representation as a Dirichlet series having an abscissa of absolute
convergence smaller than 1 (and satisfying some other conditions). We obtain
O-estimates (and in some cases 0-estimates) on E. We also obtain asymptotic
expressions for nx n;a(n) when the real number ; is not too small, and for
x1 E(t) dt and nx E(n). This can be applied to a number of arithmetical functions
a which have been studied in the literature with various methods. In most cases
what we obtain improves on, or extends, the existing results.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For an arithmetical function a : N  C satisfying certain conditions, we
establish explicit expressions for both P and E in
:
nx
a(n)=P(x)+E(x)=principal terms+error term. (1)
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This can be used to derive O- and in certain cases 0-estimates on E, and
also to obtain additional information on the error term by considering its
means on the interval [1, x], i.e.
1
x
:
nx
E(n) and
1
x |
x
1
E(t) dt. (2)
In this work we deal with complex numbers a(n) that are the coefficients
of n&s in the Dirichlet series expansion of a function ‘(s) Z(s), which we
shall refer to as the generating function of a. Here ‘ is the Riemann zeta
function: this means that a is a Dirichlet convolution a=1 V v, where Z(s)
is the generating function of v. As for Z, we assume among other condi-
tions that it is represented by a Dirichlet series expansion with an abscissa
of absolute convergence _a(Z)<_a(‘)=1. It is convenient to consider
separately the cases where _a(Z)<0 and where 0_a(Z)<1.
(A) When _a(Z)<0 the error term in (1) is both O(1) and 0\(1),
and we give explicit estimates of the involved constants. In fact this case is
contained in a much wider class of functions we consider: in Theorem 1 of
Section 2 we obtain an explicit expression of type (1) for all arithmetical
functions a satisfying
a=1 V v and :

n=1
|v(n)|<.
(B) The bulk of the paper is then devoted (Section 3) to the case
where 0_a(Z) :=_a<1. We assume that Z(s) essentially behaves like the
function z:(s), for some complex number :, and for some meromorphic
function z(s) which at s=_: either is defined or has a pole of order 1. For
_a>0 the O-estimate we obtain on E directly depends on the size of the
region on the left of the abscissa _a where the function (s&_a): Z(s) is
analytic. In particular, unless : is a positive integer, it depends on the
region there where z(s) is zero-free. In the applications we consider (see
Section 6) z(s) will be ‘(rs+#), L(rs+#, /), or a product of such functions,
where L is the Dirichlet L-function of the character /, r a positive integer,
and #>1&r a real constant. The condition _a0 is equivalent to #1.
When _a>0, getting a O-estimate on E(x) amounts to estimating a
portion indexed by y(x)<nx of a certain sum, for an adequate choice of
the auxiliary function y(x): the truncated sum indexed by n y(x) is then
trivially estimated. When _a=0, however, this truncated sum becomes the
significant part of the error term, and both O-and 0-estimates require a
very careful treatment. The available technique yielding a O-estimate is due
to Walfisz, and exploits methods for estimating exponential sums due to
Weyl, Vinogradov, Korobov (see [14]). And it should be noted that it
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requires stronger hypotheses on the arithmetical function a=1 V v, and in
particular that a and v be multiplicative. We do not consider this problem
in the present paper; a particular case (where z(s)=‘(s+1) and : is real)
we treated in our earlier work [1]; also see [10].
Nevertheless, in the case _a=0 the expression of the error term as a
truncated sum can still be used (as when _>0), to estimate the means (2)
of E. This is done in Section 5.
In Section 4 we consider sums of the type  n;a(n), where a(n) is as in
Section 2 or 3.
Finally in Section 6 we show that our results apply in particular to the
coefficients a(n) of any function of the type
‘(s) ‘:1(rs+#) L:2(rs+#, /2) } } } L:n(rs+#, /n) f (rs+#),
where the L are Dirichlet functions of some (non-principal) characters /i
modulo some integer m, r is a positive integer, #>1&r a real constant,
and f an ‘‘innocuous’’ factor. For instance it applies to the coefficients of
‘(s) ‘:K (rs+#), where ‘K is the Dedekind zeta function of the cyclotomic or
quadratic field K.
To be more specific, our results apply for instance to a(n)=_a(n) _b(n)
(where as usual _a(n)=d | n d a), whose generating function is ‘(s) ‘(s&a)
‘(s&b) ‘(s&a&b) ‘&1(2s&a&b) (Ramanujan [11]), for all real values
of a and b. To be still more specific, let a=b. Then our Corollary 3 yields
:
nx
(_a(n))2=
‘2(1+|a| ) ‘(1+2 |a| )
‘(2+2 |a| )
x1+|a|+a+
‘(1+a) ‘(1&a)
(1+a) ‘(2)
x1+a log x
+Kax1+a+O(x1+a exp(&K(log x)13 (log log x)13)) (3)
if 0<|a|<1, which improves on a result of Ishibashi and Kanemitsu [7]
when - 22|a|<1 (see the second (corrected) part of this paper [7] for
an explicit expression of Ka).
Let us also give an example of application of our results of type (2). Let
, be the Euler function. A simple application of Theorem 2 yields, for each
complex number :, the asymptotic expression
:
nx \
,(n)
n +
:
=L:x+ :
R
r=0
br(log x)&:&r+e:(x), (4)
where R is some function of x and the error term e:(x) is given under an
explicit form. From this our Theorem 4 yields
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1
X
:
nX
e:(n)&
L:
2
and
1
X |
X
1
e:(t) dt=
<<{exp(&C:(log X )
35 (log log X )&15)
exp(&C:(log X )13 (log log X )13)
if |:|1,
if |:|>1.
(5)
The estimates in (5) for the first mean (on integers), was recently obtained
by J. Liu in [8] in the special case where : is a positive integer. Note that
when : is an integer the coefficients br in (4) are all zero as r>&:. In
particular they are all zero when : is a positive integer.
At the end of Section 6 we give a few other examples.
Last Remark: On [1], [2], [10], and the present paper. Just as in the
present paper, papers [1], [2] and [10] are, to various extents, devoted
to obtain expressions such as (1), with estimates on the error term E of the
types O, 0\, and on the means (2), under hypotheses on a, v, Z and z,
sometimes stronger, and sometimes weaker, than those described in point
(B) above. Hence, as was justly noted by the referee of this paper, it is
desirable that a list of all types of results obtained in these four papers be
given, so that the reader can have a clearer picture. We give below such a
list, where the types of results are classified as before according to the value
of _a :=_a(Z).
(A) When _a<0 we already mentioned that estimates of all types,
O, 0\ , and on the means (2), are obtained in Section 2 (and Section 5) of
the present paper, under much weaker hypotheses than in the other cases.
We do not assume that Z behaves like z: for some function z as described
in point (B) above. In particular we do not assume the existence of a zero-
and singularity-free region of Z near _a .
(B$) When _a>0, as was also already mentioned, O-estimates are
obtained in Section 3 of this paper if Z(s)=z:(s) f (s) with _a( f )<_a and
z as described in point (B) above. If now : is a positive integer we obtain
in [2] (in preparation) a more precise expression of type (1), from which
better O-estimates, as well as 0\-estimates if _a is not too large, can be
derived.
(B") The case _a=0 is considered in [1], in which both O and
0\ -estimates are obtained under additional hypotheses. In particular we
assume there that z(s)=‘(s+1) and that the arithmetical function v is
multiplicative. In [10] a mistake in the proof of the O-estimate in [1] is
corrected, and the range of functions a (or v), for the error term related to
which a O-estimate can be obtained with a method similar to that in [1],
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is extended (v is still assumed to be multiplicative, but z(s) is allowed to
take other forms than ‘(s+1)). Finally, as was already mentioned in point
(B) above, estimates on the means (2) are obtained in this case in Section 5
of the present paper, and this time without the additional assumptions on
z and v.
2. THE SIMPLER CASE
In this section we prove
Theorem 1. Let v be a complex arithmetical function which is not identi-
cally zero, and such that n=1 |v(n)| converges. Let l be the smallest integer
with v(l){0. Put
:

n=1
v(n)=: K, :

n=1
v(n)
n
=: L, and Rv(x) := :

n=1
v(n)  \xn+ ,
where we recall that (u) :=u&[u]& 12 . Let a=1 V v, where the symbol V
denotes as usual the Dirichlet convolution. Then we have
:
nx
a(n)=Lx&
K
2
&Rv(x), (6)
and there are sequences xi   and yi   with
lim
i  
Rv(xi)=S(K, L) and lim
i  
Rv( yi)=&S(K, L),
where
K2 if K{0;
S(K, L)={L if K=0 and L{0;v(l) if K=L=0.
Remark. If, in addition to the hypotheses of the theorem, we suppose
that the function v is real and always nonnegative, then we have
lim sup
x  
Rv(x)=
K
2
and lim inf
x  
Rv(x)=&
K
2
.
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Proof of the theorem. We have a=1 V v, which is to say that a(n)=
m | n v(m). Thus
:
nx
a(n)= :
nx
v(n) _xn&=x :nx
v(n)
n
&
1
2
:
nx
v(n)& :
nx
v(n)  \xn+ . (7)
For n>x we have (xn)=xn&12, and (6) easily follows. Now we note
that for m   we have
Rv(x)=&
K
2
+ :
m
n=1
v(n) {xn=+om(1)
where the om(1) is uniform in x, and we put
Vm(x) := :
m
n=1
v(n) {xn= .
We have
Vm \m !& 1m+= :nm v(n) \1&
1
mn+=K+om(1) and similarly
Vm(m !)=om(1),
and the theorem is proved in case K{0. If K=0 we have
Vm \m !+1& 1m+=L+om(1) and Vm \m !&1+
1
m+=&L+om(1).
Finally, if K=L=0 we have
Vm \m !+l+1& 1m+=\1&
1
m+
v(l)
l
+\l+1& 1m+ :
l+1nm
v(n)
n
=
v(l)
l
&(l+1)
v(l)
l
+(l+1) L+om(1)
=&v(l)+om(1)
and, similarly,
Vm \m !&l& 1m+=v(l)+om(1).
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Remarks. Under the hypotheses of the theorem we have
|
X
1
Rv(t) dt=o(X ), (8)
since the left hand side of (8) is
:

n=1
v(n) |
X
1
 \ tn+ dt= :

n=1
nv(n) |
Xn
1n
(s) ds
=
1
2
:

n=1
nv(n) \1n&
1
n2
+{Xn =
2
&{Xn =+
<<1+ :
nX
n |v(n)|+X 2 :
n>X
|v(n)|
n
+X :
n>X
|v(n)|=o(X ).
This shows that Rv is indeed the ‘‘right’’ choice for the error term. Relation
(8) will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.
Note that we also have
:
nX
Rv(n)=&
L
2
X+o(X ), (9)
Indeed the left hand side of (9) is
:

m=1
v(m) :
nX
 \ nm+
=&
1
2
:
mX
v(m) \_Xn &+O(m)++ :m>X v(m) :nX \
n
m
&
1
2+
=&
L
2
X+O \ :mX m |v(m)|+X
2 :
m>X
v(m)
m + ,
where we use the fact that if k is a positive integer then
:
km<n(k+1) m
 \ nm+=&
1
2
. (10)
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3. THE OTHER CASE
In this section we assume that # is a real number and r a positive integer
with 1&r<#1.
The assumptions in our Theorem 1 take a rather large space to write
down, and some of them we felt needed an immediate comment. This is
why we state them separately.
3.1. Notation and Assumptions in Theorem 2
We consider arithmetical functions a(n) and v(n) with associated
Dirichlet series (or generating functions) of the forms
:

n=1
a(n)
ns
=‘(s) !(rs+#) f (rs+#),
:

n=1
v(n)
ns
=!(rs+#) f (rs+#),
(thus the Dirichlet convolution 1 V v is a), where
F(s) :=f (rs+#)= :

n=1
b(n)
ns
has an abscissa of absolute convergence _a(F )<(1&#)r, and where the
function
5(s) :=!(rs+#)= :

n=1
w(n)
ns
satisfies the following conditions.
(i) It has an abscissa of absolute convergence _a(5)=(1&#)r, and
there is a real number :* such that
:

n=1
|w(n)| n&(1&#+)r<<&:*
as  tends to 0 by positive values.
Note that this remains true for v=b V w instead of w, with the same value
of :*: indeed |v(n)|(|b| V |w| )(n). If we put =1log x we thus see that
n1 |v(n)| n(#&1&)r=O((log x):*).
(ii) The coefficients w(n) are zero on every n that is not the r th
power of an integer.
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(iii) Also, the w(n) are such that n#r |w(n)|<<n$w(n), where lim supn  
$w(n)<1r.
Note that (iii) holds with b instead of w (since _a(F )<(1&#)r), and thus
also with v instead of w (since v=b V w).
(iv) For some complex number : the function (s&1): !(s) is analytic
on and on the right of the curve
L!=[_=(1&}(t)); _1&*] _ [(1&*)+it; |t|t*],
where }(t)=A(log |t| )B&1 (log log t)&C, where *, A, B and C are some
real constants with 0<*<(1&#)&r_a(F ), 0<B<1, and where t* is
defined by (1&}(t*))=1&*.
Note that (iv) then holds for the function !f instead of !, with the same
constants :, A, B and C (and possibly another value of *).
(v) On and on the right of L! we have
!(s)<<exp(log; |t| )
for some ;<B.
This remains true for !(s) f (s) instead of !(s). Assumption (v) can be
weakened by assuming only that ;<1 in certain cases: see the proof.
Remark. If the assumptions of Theorem 1 described above are satisfied
for a certain sequence [a(n)], then clearly ! and f are not uniquely deter-
mined. In particular, if f has its support on the r th powers of integers, then
these assumptions are also satisfied by !1 :=!f and f1 #1.
Notation. If
$w(n)<<(log n)&(1&B)(2&B) log log n&#2 (11)
for some constant #2>C(2&B), we define
A0 :=\A(2&B)
C
r +
1(2&B)
, B1=
1
2&B
, C1=
C
2&B
.
On the other hand if we can only ensure that, for some #0>0, #1(1&B)
(2&B) and #2 real,
$w(n)(1+o(1))#0(log n)&#1 (log log n)&#2=: $0(n), (12)
with #20 if #1=0, #0<1r if #1=#2=0, and #2<C(2&B) if #1=
(1&B)(2&B), then we define
A0 :=A#B&10 (1&#1)
C r&1, B1=B+#1(1&B), C1=C&#2(1&B).
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These constants occur in the definition of R0 and R just below. They ensure
an optimal estimate of the error term in Theorem 2. It should be noted that
there is a very small gap between assumption (11) and the values of #2
allowed in assumption (12): if assumption (12) holds for #1=(1&B)
(2&B) and #2=C(2&B), the constants are not defined whence, in this
unique case, a slightly weaker assumption has to be used, yielding a slightly
weaker estimate of the error term in Theorem 2 that can be expected. Note
however that (a) this gap could be filled to the price of heavier notation,
and that (b) this unique case is not encountered in the applications we give
in Section 6.
An essential part of the error term we are interested to estimate in this
work is the summatory function &nx v(n) (xn) (see Lemma 5), where
( y) :=[ y]&12. Both an Omega estimates and a O-estimate (our present
concern), can be obtained by splitting this sum nx into two sums n y
and y<nx . Here the first one is then estimated ‘‘trivially’’, and the
second one is treated in Lemma 6. (For the 0-estimate in [2], however, we
shall also need a careful treatment of the first sum). The optimal choice,
with respect to the method used here, for the truncation point is
x exp(&A2(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1), where A2 is some small enough
positive constant (depending on A0 ; see Theorem 2) which we shall be
interested to define precisely (see Corollary 1).
More notation. It is more convenient if the function of x giving the
truncation point has an inverse function, and so we define
y= y(x)={
x exp(&A2(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1) if xX0 ,
(x&1)
y(X0)&1
X0&1
+1 if 1x<X0 ,
where the real number X0 is chosen large enough to ensure that the func-
tion y is a bijection on [1, ).
We chose a constant A1<A0 and we also define
*=*(#)={1 if #<1,0 if #=1;
L0=L0(#)=!(#+r)= :

n=1
w(n)
n
;
L=L(#)=!(#+r) f (#+r)= :

n=1
v(n)
n
;
R0=R0(x)=[A0(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1]; and
R=R(x)=[A1(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1].
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Important remark on the notation. There is also in this work a number
of constants we are not interested to define precisely (as in the statements
of Theorem 2 and of Lemma 3), or even to keep track of (as in the proofs
of Lemmata 4 and 6). In the sequel the letter C will be constantly used to
denote any such constant. Thus for instance the assertion ‘‘f (x)<Cg(x)<
Ch(x)’’ should be read as ‘‘there are two positive constants C1 and C2 such
that f (x)<C1 g(x)<C2 h(x) holds for all sufficiently large x’’.
We are at last ready to state the theorem.
3.2. Main Result
Theorem 2. Under assumptions (i) through (v) and with the notation
given above we have, for #1,
:
nx
a(n)=Lx+x(1&#)r :
R
m=0
Bm(log x):&m&*& :
n y
v(n)  \xn++Ea(x)
(13)
where the Bm are complex constants satisfying |Bm |(Cm)m for some
absolute constant C, and where the error term Ea(x) satisfies
Ea(x)=O(x(1&#)r exp(&A3(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1))
for every A3 with
A3<min \A0&A2 , A2 \1&#+rr ++ .
Moreover, in the special case where : is an integer, we have Bm=0 for all
m>:&*. In particular, the first sum on the right of (13) is empty if : is a
negative integer.
Corollary 1. If 1&r<#<1, then
:
nx
a(n)=Lx+x(1&#)r :
R
m=0
Bm(log x):&m&*
+O(x(1&#)r exp(&A4(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1))
for every A4 with
A4<
r+1&#
2r+1&#
A0 .
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Corollary 1 follows from the comment after assumption (i) and Abel’s sum-
mation formula, if we put A2=rA0 (2r+1&#).
We prove the theorem; we first need some lemmata.
Lemma 1. Let L be the contour
L=[re&i? | >r=] _ [=ei% | &?<%<?] _ [rei? | =r<],
where = is an arbitrary positive real number. That is, the line on the lower
edge of the negative real axis from & to &=, followed by a circle of radius
= with centre origin (traversed counter-clockwise), combined to the upper
edge of the negative real axis from &= to &. Then we have, for any com-
plex number :,
1
2?i |L
xs
s:
ds=
(log x):&1
1(:)
\=sin(?:)? 1(1&:) (log x):&1 if :  Z+ .
Proof. This follows from Hankel’s formula
1
2?i |L s
&:es ds=
1
1(:)
(see for instance [13, The ore me II.5.2]) and the functional equation
1(z) 1(1&z)=
?
sin(z?)
(if z is not an integer).
Lemma 2. Let L1 be the contour L of Lemma 1 with &’ to & cut off
from both edges of the real axis. That is,
L1=[re&i? | ’>r=] _ [=ei% | &?<%<?] _ [rei? | =r<’],
with =<’. Then we have, uniformly for : # C,
1
2?i |L1
xs
s:
ds=
(log x):&1
1(:)
+O((log x):&1 47 |:|1(1+|:| ) x&’2).
Proof. See [13, Corollary II.5.2.1].
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Lemma 3. With the notation described above there is a positive constant
a such that we have, uniformly in P with 2 |:|Pa log x,
:
nx
w(n)=x(1&#)r :
P
m=0
Em(log x):&m&*+O(x(1&#)r(e&R+e&P)) (14)
and
:
nx
w(n)
n
=L0+x ((1&#)r)&1 :
P
m=0
Gm(log x):&m&*
+O(x((1&#)r)&1(e&R+e&P)), (15)
where the size of the coefficients, |Em | and |Gm |, are bounded by (Cm)m for
some constant C. Moreover, in the special case where : is an integer,
Em=Gm=0 for every m>:&*.
Proof. We treat the case where #<1; the proof is very similar when
#=1 (a term of order (log x): appears in (14), and one of order (log x):x
in (15)). We being with the proof of (14). Let us denote by 2=2(x) the
maximal value of $w(n) for n in the interval (x1r2, 2x1r). An application
of the ‘‘truncated’’ (or ‘‘effective’’) Perron formula (see for instance [13,
The ore me II.2.2 p. 150]) yields
:
nx
w(n)=
1
2?i |
(1r)(1+&#+i)
(1r)(1+&#&i)
!(rs+#)
xs
s
ds
=
1
2?i |
1+&#+iT
1+&#&iT
!(s+#)
(x1r)s
s
ds
+O \x(1&#)r :

m=1
|w(mr)| m#&1&
1+T |log(x1rm)|+ (16)
=
1
2?i |
1+&#+iT
1+&#&iT
!(s+#)
(x1r)s
s
ds
+\x
(1&#)r log x
T
(x2+(log x):*&1)+x2+ (17)
where we put =1log x. In order to infer (17) from (16) we estimate in
a standard way the sum  in the error term of (16) by splitting it in three:
=I+II+III , I containing the integers m1 with mx1r2 or
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m2x1r, II those remaining with |m&x1r|1, and III those with
|m&x1r|<1. We obtain
:
I
<<
(log x):*
T
by using assumption (i),
:
II
<<
x2(log x)
T
by using assumption (iii) and log(x1rm)>>(x1r&m)(x1r+1), and
:
III
<<x2&(1r)
by using assumption (iii).
Now by assumption (iv) the power series expansion for (s+#&1):
!(s+#)s at s=1&# has radius of convergence min(*, 1)=1*1 , say,
with *11. Let
(s+#&1): !(s+#)s= :

m=0
Am(s+#&1)m.
Then we have, for every +>0, |Am |<<(*1++)m and hence, if
|s+#&1|1(3*1),
:

m=P+1
Ar(s+#&1)m<<e&P. (18)
We complete the segment from 1+&iT to 1++iT into a closed
contour, penetrating to the left up to the curve L! of assumption (iv). In
fact we take the contour L1 of Lemma 2 (with =<), now around
s=_# :=1&# instead of s=0 there, and call it L1(1). That is
L1(1)=[_#+\e&i? | ’ :=1(3*1)\=] _ [_#+=ei% | &?<%<?]
_ [_#+\ei? | =\’].
Now we connect _#&’ on the upper edge of the real axis to the curve
_=_#&}(t) (t>0), follow it up to _#&}(t)+iT, and join _#++iT by
a horizontal line. We also take the symmetrical image of this with respect
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to the real axis, and obtain a closed contour L2 . Now we have, with
X :=x1r,
1
2?i |L1(1) !(s+#)
X s
s
ds
=
X 1&#
2?i |L1(1) \ :
P
m=0
AmX s+#&1(s+#&1)m&:
+ :

m=P+1
Am(s+#&1)m&: X s+#&1+ ds
=
X 1&#
2?i |L1 \ :
P
m=0
AmX wwm&:+ :

m=P+1
Amwm&:X w+ dw
=s(1&#)r :
P
m=0
Am
r:&m&1
(log x):&m&1
1(:&m)
+O(x((1&#)r)&(’3))+O(x(1&#)re&P),
by using (18) and Lemma 2 (and an adequate choice of the constant a in
the assumption Pa log x). As for the integral on the remaining portion
L3 of the curve L2 (L1(1) and the vertical segment from 1+&iT to
1++iT having been removed), we have
|
L3
!(s+#)
xsr
s
ds<<x(1&#)r (max
s # L3
|!(s)| ) \1T+log T exp(&}(T ) log xr)+ .
On comparing this last estimate with the error term in (17) and by using
assumption (v) on !, we see that the optimal choice for T is given by
exp(&}(T ) log xr)=1T if (11) holds (where ;<1, instead of assumption
(v), is sufficient), and by log T=(1+=) $0(x) log x with = :=(A0&A1)2 if
(12) holds. This choice,
T={ e
R0
x$0(x)(1+=)
if (11) holds;
if (12) holds;
yields (14). Note that, if : is an integer, Em=0 for m>:&*. If : is not an
integer, the bound given for |Em | is obtained from the bound given above
for |Am |, and from the trivial 1(1+m&:)<<mm. This completes the proof
of (14).
We may thus write
S(x) := :
nx
w(n)=x(1&#)r :
P
m=0
Em(log x):&m&*+S1(x),
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where, uniformly in 1Pa log x,
S1(x)=(e&P+e&R) x (1&#)r,
and where the coefficients Em satisfy
|Em |(Cm)m,
as well as
Em=0 if m: and : is an integer.
Now we prove (15) (again for #<1: thus *=1; for #=1 the argument is
exactly similar, with *=0). We treat only the case where : is not an
integer; when : is an integer the argument is similar and much simpler,
since then only a finite number of the coefficients Em are nonzero. We put
$=1&(1&#)r; we have
:

n=1
w(n)
n
=L0
and
:
n>x
w(n)
n
=|

x
dS(u)
u
=&
S(x)
x
+|

x
S(u)
u2
du
=&x&$ :
P
m=0
Em(log x):&m&1&
S1(x)
x
+|

x
u&$&1 :
P
m=0
Em(log u):&m&1 du+|

x
S1(u)
u2
du.
Now since Pa log xa log u for ux we have S1(u)=(e&P+e&R(u))_
x&$+1 for ux, whence
|

x
S1(u)
u2
du<<(e&P+e&R(x)) x&$
There thus remains to treat
J := :
P
m=0
Em |

x
u&$&1(log u):&m&1 du.
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If we write :&1&m=: ;m=;, an integration by parts shows that
|

x
log; x
u1+$
du
=
1
x$ \
log; x
$
+ :
P&m&1
i=0
;(;&1) } } } (;&i)
$i+2
log;&i&1 x+
+
;(;&1) } } } (;&(P&m&1)&1)
$P&m+1 |

x
log;&(P&m&1)&2
u1+$
du.
Thus
J=x&$ :
P&1
l=0
Ql log:&1&l
+O \log
:&P&2 x
x$
:
P
m=0
Em
|(:&m&1) } } } (:&P&1)|
$P&m+1 +
=J1+J2 , (19)
where
Ql=
:(:&1) } } } (:&l)
$l+1
:
min(l, P&1)
m=0
Em $m
:(:&1) } } } (:&m)
.
Now since for some positive constants c1 and c2 we have
(c1 m)m<<(:&1) } } } (:&m)<<(c2m)m,
we easily see that, for some positive constant C, we have Ql(Cl)l, and
that the O-term J2 of (19) satisfies
J2<<(CP)P log:&2&P x<<e&P (20)
if 2 |:|Pa log x for some small enough a. (The last estimate in (20) is
obtained by considering separately the cases 2 |:|Pa log12 x and
a log12x<Pa log x). This concludes the proof of (15) and of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. With the notation described above there is a positive constant
a$ such that we have, uniformly in P with 2 |:|Pa$ log x,
:
nx
v(n)=x(1&#)r :
P
m=0
Dm(log x):&m&*+O(x(1&#)r(e&R+e&P)) (21)
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and
:
nx
v(n)
n
=L+x((1&#)r)&1 :
P
m=0
Cm(log x):&m&*
+O(x((1&#)r)&1(e&R+e&P)). (22)
where the size of the coefficients, |Dm | and |Cm |, are bounded by (Cm)m for
some constant C. Moreover, in the special case where : is an integer,
Dm=Cm=0 for every m>:&*.
Remarks. There is no constant term on the right of (21) when #=1,
unless : is a nonnegative integer. It follows that n=1 v(n) converges to 0
whenever #=1 and :0<0, where :0 denotes the real part of :.
Proof. We prove (21): (22) can then be obtained with an integration by
parts, exactly as (15) is obtained from (14). We suppose that #<1: the
other proof is done in the same manner. For any fixed constant a for which
Lemma 3 is satisfied we have, for every fixed =>0, and uniformly in P with
2 |:|Pa(1&=) log x,
:
nx
v(n)= :
nx
(w V b)(n)= :
kx
b(k) :
dxk
w(d )
= :
kx=
b(k) \xk+
(1&#)r
\ :
P
m=0
Em \log \xk+
:&m&1
+O(e&R(xk)+e&P)+++O(x((1&#)r)&=$),
for some =$ (depending on =). The last error term is obtained by noting that
for some =0>0 we have
:
k>x =
k (#&1)r |b(k)|<<x&=0, (23)
since _a(F )<(1&#)r. Thus nx v(n) is
(log x): x(1&#)r :
kx
k(#&1)rb(k) :
P
m=0
Em(log x)&m&1
_\1&log klog x+
:&m&1
+O(x(1&#)r(e&R(x)+e&P)),
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where this time the error term comes from the observation that, for every
=">0, we have
:
kx=
k(#&1)r |b(k)| (e&R(xk)+e&P)
<<(e&R(x)+e&P) :
kx
k((#&1)r)+=" |b(k)|,
and that the last sum converges when =" is small enough. Now we may
write (if = is chosen small enough)
:
P
m=0
Em(log x)&m&1 :
kx =
k (#&1)rb(k) \1&log klog x+
:&m&1
= :
P
m=0
Em(log x)&m&1 :
kx=
k(#&1)rb(k) :
P&m
l=0
\:&m&1l + (&1)l \
log k
log x+
l
+O(e&P) (24)
Indeed, with the help of
}\:&ml +}
(C max(m, l))l
l!
Cl \max(m, l)l +
l
Cm+l (25)
we have, for 1kx=, the estimate
\log klog x+
l
}\:&m&1l +}\
1
3+
l
Cm,
and (24) is easily verified. Now if
Kl := :

k=1
k(#&1)rb(k)(log k)l,
it is easy to see, by splitting the sum in two parts at k=[eCl] and with the
help of (23), that
Kl(Cl)l.
Moreover, if a$ :=(1&=) a is chosen small enough, then x=eCP and
:
k>x=
k (#&1)r |b(k)| (log k)l :
k>eCP
k(#&1)r |b(k)| (log k)l<<(CP)l e&P.
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Thus, with the help of (25), we see that the main term of (24) can be
written as
:
n=0
(log x)&n&1 :
n
m=0
Em \:&m&1n&m + (&1)n&m (Kn&m+O((CP)n&m e&P))
= :
P
n=0
Dn(log x)&n&1+O(e&P),
where |Dn |(Cn)n. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Now by applying Lemma 3 on relation (7) above we obtain the untrun-
cated version of Theorem 2.
Lemma 5. With the notation of Theorem 2 and of Lemma 3, and for
1#>1&r, we have
:
nx
a(n)=Lx+x(1&#)r :
R
m=0
Cm(log x):&*&m
& :
nx
v(n)  \xn++O(x(1&#)re&R)
where the Cm are constants with |Cm |(Cm)m for some constant C.
Now we extract from the last sum in the expansion of Lemma 5 its part
belonging to the principal term.
Lemma 6. If 1&r<#1 we have, for some constants c(l), with
|c(l)|(Cl)l for some constant C, and with c(l)=0 for l>: in case : is
an integer,
:
ynx
v(n)  \xn+=x (1&#)r :1lS c(l)(log x)
:&l+Ev(x).
where the error term Ev satisfies
Ev(x)=O(x(1&#)r exp(&A3(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1)
for
A3<min \A1&A2 , A2 \1&#+rr ++ .
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Proof. Denote nu v(n) by V(u). By (14) of Lemma 3 we have, for
R=R(x), and P=R&2,
:
y<nx
v(n)  \xn+=|
x
y
 \xu+ dV(u)
=|
x
y
 \xu+ d \u(1&#)r :
R&2
m=0
Em(log u):&m&*+
+|
x
y
 \xu+ d(=(u))
:=I+I= ,
where =(u)<<e&R(u)u (1&#)r. The last integral is
I= =& \xy+ =( y)+(1) =(x)+|
xy
1
e \xu+ d(u)
<<( y(1&#)re&R( y)+x(1&#)re&R(x))
x
y
<<exp(&A$(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1),
if
A$<A1&A2
As for I, it is
:
R&2
m=0
|
x
y
u((1&#)r)&1Em(:&m&*)(log u):&m&*&1  \xu+ du,
to which we must add
1&#
r
:
R&2
m=0
|
x
y
u ((1&#)r)&1Em(log u):&m&*  \xu+ du
if #{1. So we can write
I= :
R
m=0
E$m |
x
y
u((1&#)r)&1(log u):&m  \xu+ du,
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where E$m(Cm)m. Now
I= :
R
m=1
E$m |
x
y
u&1+(1&#)r(log u):&m  \xu+ du
=x(1&#)r :
R
m=1
E$m |
xy
1
t&1+(#&1)r(t)(log(xt)):&m dt
=x(1&#)r(log x): :
R
m=1
E$m(log x)&m |
xy
1
t&1+(#&1)r(t)
_\1& log tlog x+
:&m
dt
=: x(1&#)r(log x): II.
We have
II= :
R
m=1
E$m(log x)&m |
xy
1
t&1+(#&1)r(t)
_\ :
R
k=0 \
:&m
k + (&1)k \
log t
log x+
k
+ dt+O(e&R). (26)
Indeed, with the help of (25), we have for 1txy the estimate
\ log tlog x+
k
}\:&mk +}\
1
3+
k
C m,
and (26) is verified. Now we put
Ck(z) :=|

z
t&1+(#&1)r(t)(log t)k dt and Ck :=Ck(1).
The function f (t)=logk ttd (d>0) is increasing from t=1 to t=ekd,
where it takes its maximal value (ked )k, and is decreasing to 0 afterwards.
Thus we have, for all z1,
|Ck(z)|(Ck)k. (27)
On the other hand, an integration by parts shows that, if kR and
zeCR, we have
|Ck(z)|(CR)k z&1+(#&1)r,
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whence, if we put d :=1+(1&#)r, we have
II= :
R
m=1
E$m(log x)&m \ :
R
k=0 \
:&m
k + (&1)k (log x)&k Ck
+O \C m :
R
k=0 \
CR
log x+
k
\yx+
d
+++O(e&R)
= :
R
m=1
E$m(log x)&m \ :
R&m
k=0 \
:&m
k + (&1)k (log x)&k Ck
+O \C m :
R
k=R&m \
CR
log x+
k
+++O\\yx+
d
+e&R+
= :
R
l=1
c(l)(log x)&l+O \\yx+
d
+e&R+ ,
where with (27), (25), and the fact that for 1ml we have
mm(l&m)l&m(l2)l, we see that
|c(l)| :
l
m=1
E$m \:&ml&m+ Cl&m(Cl)l.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.
Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is evident from Lemmata 5 and 6.
4. A RELATED SUM
In this section we establish an asymptotic expression for nx n;a(n)
when the sequence a(n) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 or 2 and
;>(#&1)r.
Theorem 3. Let ;>(#&1)r. If [a(n)] satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 1, then we have
S(;, x) := :
nx
n;a(n)=
L
;+1
x;+1&Rv(x) x;+o(x;). (28)
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And if [a(n)] satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, we have
S(;, x)=
L
;+1
x;+1+x;+(1&#)r :
R
m=0
B$m(log x):&m&*
&x; :
n y
v(n)  \xn++E:, ;(x), (29)
where the B$m are some complex constants, and where the error term Ea, ;
satisfies
Ea, ;(x)=O(x;+(1&#)r exp(&A5(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1))
for every A5 with
A5<min \A0&A2 , A2 \1&#r +min(;, 1)++ .
Corollary 2. If #<1 then
S(;, x)=
L
;+1
x;+1+x;+(1&#)r :
R
m=0
B$m(log x):&m&1
+O(x(1&#)r exp(&A6(log x)B1 (log log x)&C1)).
for every A6 with
A6<
1&#
r min(;, 1)+1&#
A0 .
(Similarly as for Corollary 1 in Section 3, put A2=rA1 (r min(;, 1)+
1&#)) in Theorem 3)
Proof of the theorem. We have
1
;
:
nx
(x;&n;) a(n)= :
nx
a(n) |
x
n
t;&1 dt=|
x
1
t;&1S(0, t) dt,
and thus
S(;, x)=x;S(0, x)&; |
x
1
t;&1S(0, t) dt, (30)
Now first suppose that the sequence a(n) satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 1. Then the right-hand side of (30) is
L
;+1
x;+1&Rv(x) x;+; |
x
1
t;&1Rv(t) dt+O(1),
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and with (8) we see that
|
x
1
t;&1Rv(t) dt=o(x;).
This concludes the proof of (28).
Then suppose that the sequence a(n) satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 2. We see that S(;, x) has the required form by using Theorem 2
and
E(x) :=|
x
1
t;&1 :
n y(t)
vn  \ tn+ dt
=O \x;+(1&#)r exp \&(A2&=)
_\1&#r +min(1, ;)+ (log x)B1 (log log x)&C1++ .
This estimate is obtained as follows. We have
E(x)= :
n y
vn |
x
Y(n)
t;&1 \ tn+ dt= :n y vn |
xn
Y(n)n
n;s;&1(s) ds
= :
n y
n;vn(O(1)+O((xn);&1))<< :
n y
n; |vn |+x;&1 :
n y
n |vn |,
where Y(n) denotes the inverse function of y. Now we recall that we have
:
nx
|vn | n (#&1)r=O((log x):*)
for some real :* (see the note after condition (v) of Theorem 1), whence
with the use of partial summation,
:
n y
n; |vn |<<y;+(1&#)r(log y):*
=x;+(1&#)r(log x):*
_exp \&A2 \1&#r +;+ (log x)B1 (log log x)&C+ ,
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and similarly
x;&1 :
n y
n |vn |<<x;+(1&#)r)(log x):*
_exp \&A2 \1&#r +1+ (log x)B1 (log log x)&C1+ .
This concludes the proof of (29) and of Theorem 3.
5. MEANS OF THE ERROR TERM
For an expression of type (1), nx a(n)=P(x)+E(x), it sometimes
happens that what we call the error term E(x) is not smaller than (i.e.
is not a o of) the smallest term S in the expression of what we call the
principal term P. It is not the case when #<1 in our Theorem 2: this
follows from Corollary 1. But it is when #=1: this follows from the
0-theorems we obtain in [1] (for r=1) and in [2]. And it is obviously
always the case in our Theorem 1. But when such a situation occurs, it
seems legitimate to expect the mean Ek(x) of order k of the error term
E0 :=E, recursively defined by
Ek+1(x) :=
1
x |
x
1
Ek(t) dt for k0,
to be smaller than S for some k (i.e. Ek+1(x)=o(S(x))). Indeed, if not so
S appears to have no significant role to play in P.
For the error term E(x)=&Rv(x) in Theorem 1 we already noticed in
Section 2 that E1(x)=o(1). We show that when #=1 the mean of order 1
of the error term in Theorem 2 is also o(1).
Theorem 4. If #=1 and
E(x) :=& :
n y(x)
v(n)  \xn++Ea(x)=: R(x)+Ea(x),
is the error term in Theorem 2, where we put A2 :=A0 2 in the definition of
y, then we have for every A$3<Ao2
1
X
:
xX
E(x)=
L
2
+O(exp(&A$3(log X )B1 (log log X )&C1)) (31)
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and
E1(X )<<exp(&A$3(log X )B1 (log log X )&C1). (32)
Proof. We first note that both
:
xX
Ea(x) and |
X
1
Ea(t) dt are
<<X exp(&A$3(log X )B1 (log log X )&C1),
so that we need only consider the means of R(x). We first prove (31). We
recall equation (10) of Section 2 and, denoting as before by Y the inverse
function of y, we put n1 :=Y(n) for n1. We have
& :
nX
:
n y(x)
v(n)  \xn+=& :n y(X ) v(n) :n1xX  \
x
n++O(1)
=
1
2
:
n y(X )
v(n) \X&n1n +O(n)++O(1)
=
X
2
:
n y(X )
v(n)
n
+O( y(X ) log: x)
=
L
2
X+O( y(X ) log: x),
and (31) is proved. Now note that
R(t)&R([t])=& :
n y(t)
v(n)
[t]
n
+ :
y([t])<n y(t)
v(n)  \ tn+ ,
whence
|
X
1
R(t) dt=|
X
1
R([t]) dt&|
X
1
:
n y(t)
v(n)
n
[t] dt+O \ :n y(X ) |v(n)|+
= :
xX
R(x)& :
n y(X )
v(n)
n |
X
Y(n)
[t] dt+O( y(X ) log:* X ),
for some :*, by condition (i) of Theorem 2 (see (34) in the remark below).
Finally we have
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:
n y(X )
v(n)
n |
X
Y(n)
[t] dt=
1
2
:
nY(X )
v(n)
n
(X&Y(n))+O(1)
=
L
2
X+O(Xy&1(X ) log: X )&
1
2
:
n y(X )
v(n)
n
Y(n),
and the last sum is
<< :
nX
|v(n)| n=<<X2=
for some =<12. This with (31) concludes the proof of (32) and of the
theorem.
Remark. If  v(n) n&s has an abscissa of absolute convergence
_a=(1&#)r with #>1, then Theorem 1 of Section 2 applies to nx a(n),
and thus (8) and (9) hold. In other words we have
:
nx
a(n)=Lx&
K
2
+E(x),
with
E1(X )=o(1) and
1
X
:
xX
E(x)=
L
2
+o(1).
But in this case we can be more precise: since for every =>0 we have
:
nX
n |v(n)|<<X 1+((1&#)r)+= :
nX
n|v(n)|
n1+((1&#)r)+=
<<X1+((1&#)r)+=,
:
n>X
|v(n)|<<X ((1&#)r)+= and :
n>X
|v(n)|
n
<<X ((1&#)r)&1+=,
it is clear from the calculation in Section 2 yielding (8) and (9) that in fact
we have
E1(X )=o(X ((1&#)r)+=) and
1
X
:
xX
E(x)=
L
2
+o(X ((1&#)r)+=). (33)
And if in addition we also have (as in condition (i) of Theorem 2)
:
n1
|v(n)| n&(1&#+)r<<&:* (  0+) (34)
for some :*, then we even have, by putting =1log x,
E1(X )=O(X (1&#)r log:* X )
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and (35)
1
X
:
xX
E(x)=
L
2
+O(X (1&#)r log:* X ).
6. APPLICATIONS
In this section we first show that a certain class of functions ! involving
Riemann zeta function and Dirichlet L-functions satisfies the assumptions
of Theorem 2. Then we mention a few possible applications.
As before r will denote a positive integer and # a real number with
1&r<#1.
We shall write ‘:(s) for exp(: log ‘(s)), where log z is that branch of the
logarithm which is real on the positive real axis. Hence ‘:(s) is analytic in
any simply connected region contained the half plane _>12, excluding
s=1, and where ‘(s) does not vanish. Also we have ‘:(s)=>p (1& p&s)&:
in the half plane _>1. Similar remarks apply to the L(s, /)-functions
Theorem 5. Let
!(s) :=‘:1(s) L:2(x, /2) } } } L:n(s, /n), (36)
where the :i (i=1, 2, ..., n) are complex numbers (which we may assume are
not zero), and the L(s, /i) (i=1, 2, ..., n), are the Dirichlet L-functions of
certain characters /i (which we may assume are non-principal ) on the residue
classes of a positive integer m.
Then !(rs+#) satisfies assumptions (i) through (v) of Theorem 2, with
:*=|:1 |+|:2 |+ } } } +|:n | in condition (i) and B=C=13 in condition
(iv). Condition (v) is satisfied for every ;>0.
Moreover, for every fixed values of :1 , :2 , ..., :n we have, for some positive
constant #0 ,
n#r |w(n)|exp \#0 log nlog log n+ , (37)
i.e. the $w(n) of condition (ii) satisfies assumption (12) for #0 , #1=0 and
#2=1.
And if :*1 then
n#r |w(n)|1, (38)
i.e. $w(n) satisfies assumption (11).
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Corollary 3. If
:

n=1
a(n)
ns
=‘(s) !(rs+#) f (rs+#),
where f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and ! is of the form (36), then,
for :=:1 we have
:
nx
a(n)=Lx+x(1&#)r :
R
m=0
Bm(log x):&m&*& :
n y
v(n)  \xn+
+{
O(x(1&#)r exp(&A3(log x)35 (log log x)&15))
if :*1,
O(x(1&#)r exp(&A3(log x)13 (log log x)13))
otherwise.
=: Lx+x(1&#)r :
R
m=0
Bm(log x):&m&*+E(x) where, if #<1,
E(x)<<{x
(1&#)r exp(&A4(log x)35 (log log x)&15)
x (1&#)r exp(&A4(log x)13 (log log x)13)
if :*1,
otherwise. =
and, if #=1,
E1(x) and
1
x
:
nx
E(n)&
L
2
are both<<{exp(&A$3(log x)
35 (log log x)&15)
exp(&A$3(log x)13 (log log x)13)
if :*1,
otherwise.
We also have
:
nx
n;a(n)=
L
;+1
x;+1+x;+(1&#)r :
R
m=0
Bm(log x):&m&*
&x; :
n y
v(n)  \xn+
+{
O(x;+(1&#)r exp(&A5(log x)35 (log log x)&15))
if :*1,
O(x;+(1&#)r exp(&A5(log x)13 log log x)13)
otherwise.
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=
L
;+1
x;+1+x;+(1&#)r :
R
m=0
Bm(log x):&m&*
+{
O(x;+(1&#)r exp(&A6(log x)35 (log log x)&15))
if :*1,
O(x;+(1&#)r exp(&A6(log x)13 (log log x)13))
otherwise. =
if #<1.
The parameter R is defined in Section 1 (and depends on the size of :*), and
the positive constant A3 , A$3 A4 , A5 and A6 are as in Theorem 2,
Corollary 1, Theorem 4, Theorem 3 and Corollary 2.
Remark. In particular, the corollary applies to nx a(n) if  a(n)
n&s=‘(s) ‘:K (rs+#), where
‘K (s)=:
a
1
N(a)s
is the Dedekind zeta function of the field K (a runs through all integral
divisors of K and N(a) denotes the norm of a), if K is a cyclotomic or a
quadratic field (see e.g. [4], Chapter 5, Sections 2 and 4).
Proof of the theorem. (i) We first prove that !(rs+#) satisfies assump-
tion (i) of Theorem 2 with :*=|:1 |+|:2 |+ } } } +|:n |. For this purpose,
since it is well known that ‘(1+_)<<_&1 as _ tends to zero by real
positive values, it is sufficient to show that if
!(s)=: :
m1
u(m) m&s and ‘:(s)=: :
m1
d:(m) m&s,
then for every m we have
|u(m)|d:*(m). (39)
We prove (39) by induction on the number n of :i . If n=1, then
!(s)=L:(s, /)=:  D:(m) m&s, where / is a Dirichlet character or /#1.
Thus
!(s)=‘
p \1&
/( p)
ps +
&:
=‘
p \1+ :k1 D:( p
k) p&ks+
=‘
p \1+ :k1 (&1)
k /k( p) \&:k + p&ks+ ,
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(where D:=d: when /#1) and
|D:( pk)| }\&:k +} }\
&|:|
k +}=(&1)k \
&|:|
k +=d |:|( pk), (40)
whence |D:(m)|d |:|(m) for every m, and (39) is satisfied.
Now suppose that when !(s)= u(m) m&s has n=l factors L:i (s, /i)
where /i is a Dirichlet character or /i #1, then if :0 :=|:1 |+ } } } + |:l | we
have |u(m)|d:0(m) for every m.
Then for ’(s) :=!(s) L:(s, /)=:  U(m) m&s we have
|U(m)| :
d | m
|u(d )| |D:(nd )| :
d | m
d:0(d ) d |:|(nd )
=(d:0 V d |:| )(m)=d:0+|:|(m),
and (39) is proved.
(ii) Condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is clearly satisfied.
(iii) We shall show that a more precise condition than (iii) holds, by
proving below properties (37) and (38).
(iv) It is sufficient to show that (iv) (and (v)) hold in the cases where
!(s) is ‘:(s) or L:(s, /). And for these functions (iv) follows from the fact
that (s&1) ‘(s) and L(s, /) are analytic and do not vanish on and on the
right of the curve
L=[_(t)=1&A(log |t| )&23 (log log |t| )&13; _1&*]
_ [(1&*)+it; |t|t*],
for some effective real constant A, where * is some real positive constant
(depending on / in the case of L:(s, /), to avoid a possible Siegel zero) and
_(t*)=1&*. The first complete proofs that this region does not contain
any complex zero of ‘(s) or L(s, /) are due to H.-E. Richert and were
published by Walfisz in his book [14] (See Sections 5.4 and 5.7). Hence
(iv) holds for ! with :=:1 and B=C=13.
(v) This assumption is satisfied for every ;>0. Indeed we have
|‘:(s)|<<(log t)5 |:| and |L:(s, /)|<<(log t)5 |:| everywhere on and on the
right of L. Proofs of these facts can also be found in Walfisz’ book [14]
(Hilfssa tze 5.4.1 and 5.7.26).
Now we prove (37) and (38). By (40) it is clearly sufficient to show that
for each positive real number : there is a real constant ;: such that for
every m we have
d:(m)exp(;: log mlog log m), (41)
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and that if 0<:1 we have in fact
d:(m)1. (42)
The estimate (42) easily follows from (40). Indeed, if 0<:1 then
|d:( pk)|= }\&:k +}1.
In order to prove (41) we first recall that d2(m) is in fact d(m), the number of
divisors of m, so that for :=2 (41) is well known to be true. It follows that
d3(m)= :
d | m
d2(d )d(m) max
m$m
d(m$)exp(2;2 log mlog log m),
and by induction that, for every positive integer k,
dk(m)exp((k&1) ;2 log mlog log m).
Finally for :>1 we write :=k+:$, where 0<:$1 and k is a positive
integer, and we obtain from the last estimate and (42)
d:(m)= :
d | m
dk(d ) d:$(nd )exp(k;2 log mlog log m).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.
Remarks. We note at this point that if ${0 and a(n) is any of the functions
we mention below possessing a generating function of the form of
Theorem 5, then (a(n))$ also has a generating function of the form of
Theorem 5, the order of the singularity (1&#)r being multiplied by $; this
must be verified in each case, and the expression of the function f (as an
Euler product) becomes in general rather complicated.
We also note the following. If a=1 V v is a multiplicative function of the
required form with r=1 and !(s+#)=‘:(s+#), and if / is a Dirichlet
character modulo some integer k, then a/=1 V /v is also of the required
form with !(s+#)=L:(s+#, /).
Examples of applications. We already mentioned in the introduction the
function _a(n) _b(n), where _a(n) is the sum-of-divisors function d | n d a.
We assume a and b are real and nonzero. For ba<0 Theorems 1 or 2,
and 4, apply (Theorem 1 when a=&#<&1 and Theorem 2 otherwise).
When a=&#<&1 the estimate (35) in the remark of Section 5 applies,
with :*=1 if b<a and :*=2 if b=a. For all the other values of a and
b we note that _c(n)=nc_&c(n) and we can then apply Theorem 3.
We list below without comment a few examples of arithmetical functions
of the form a(n) or n;a(n) to which our theorems can be applied.
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Coefficient Generating function
_a(n) _b(n)
‘(s) ‘(s&a) ‘(s&b) ‘(s&a&b)
‘(2s&a&b)
(Ramanujan [11])
Pa, r(n)=na\&a, r(n) ‘(s) ‘(rs&ra) (Gegenbauer [5])
n&a,r, :, a(n) {‘(s) ‘
&1(rs+ra)
‘(s) ‘(rs+ra) ‘&1(2rs+2ra)
(:=1)
(:=0)
P&a, r(n) P&b, r(n) ‘(s)
‘(rs+ra) ‘(rs+rb) ‘(rs+ra+rb)
‘(2rs+ra+rb)
(Crum, see [9])
,r, :, a(n) ,t, ;, b(n)
na+b
‘(s) ‘
p
\1+(&1)
:
prs+ra
+(&1); \ 1pts+tb+ (&1)
:
pts+tb+ra++ (McCarthy [9])
P&a, r(n)
,tr, ;, b(n)
nb
‘(s) ‘(rs+ra) (McCarthy [9])
_‘
p
\1+(&1); 
t
k=0 p
(t&k) ra
ptr(s+a+b)
&(&1);
prb t&1k=0 p
(t&k) ra
p(t+1) r(s+a+b) +
P&a, r(n) P&b, tr(n) ‘(s) ‘(rs+ra) ‘(trs+trb) ‘(trs+tra+trb) (McCarthy [9])
_‘
p
\1&( p
tra&1) pr(a+b)+pr(s+a+b)( pra&ptra)
( pra&1) p(t+1) r(s+a+b) +
Here \ and P (upper case rho) are the Gegenbauer functions defined by
Pa, r(n)= :
d 1r # N
d | n
d a.
As for the function
,r, :, a(n) := :
d | n
+r(d): \nd+
a
(:=0 or 1),
with +r(d r)=+(d ) and +r(n)=0 if n1r is not an integer, it is a convenient
device suggested by Suryanarayana and introduced by Berndt in [3] for
considering simultaneously several well-known functions (,1, 1, 1 is Euler
function ,, ,1, 1, k is the k th Jordan function Jk (k=2, 3, ...), ,k, 1, 1 is the
kth Klee function 8k (k=2, 3, ...), ,1, 2, 1 is Dedekind function ).
Now we discuss a generalization of the second example, considered by
Gegenbauer in [6]. Let S :=[ p1 , p2 , ..., p_] be a set of prime numbers
(possibly empty) and put
P$a, r(n)= :
pi |% d (i=1, ..., _)
d | n
d1r # N
d a.
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The generating function of P$a, r is ‘(s) ‘(rs&ra) f (rs&ra) where f (rs&ra)
:=>_*=1 (1& p
ra&rs
* ), and after correcting a misprint as well as an
inadequate estimate of an error term on page 503 of [6], we see that
Gegenbauer obtains, for k real, k>1r&1,
:
nx
P$&k, r(n)=‘(r+rk) f (r+rk) x+{
O(x(1r)&k+1)
O(log x)
\k{1r+
\k=1r+ .
When 1r>k>1r&1 our Corollary 3 applies and we have
:
nx
P$&k, r(n)=‘(r+rk) f (r+rk) x+x (1r)&k(B1+B0 log x)
+O(x(1r)&k exp(&A4(log x)35 (log log x)&15))
On the other hand when k>1r Gegenbauer’s estimate is best possible, in
the sense that the error term is then &K2+0\(1) (see our Theorem 1).
Finally, in the case k=1r the error term O(log x) can be seen to be of the
form B0 log x+e(x) with e(x)=o(log x), but to obtain a good estimate for
e(x) is a difficult problem, as can be seen by considering the special case
P&1, 1=_&1, which is treated in Walfisz’ book [14], or a more general
case treated in [1].
More examples. Another class of applications can be found in a paper
by Sita Ramaiah and Suryanarayana [12], in which the authors obtain
asymptotic expressions similar to ours for mx gk(m) and mx mugk(m)
(u1) (see their Theorems 1 and 3), where gk is a multiplicative function
satisfying
| gk(m)|1 (m1), (43)
and either
| gk( p j)&1|p&1 for 1 jk&1, gk( pk)=0, (44)
for all primes p; or
gk( p j)=1 for 1 jk&1, gk( pk)= p&;, (45)
for all primes p, with some fixed ;>1(k+1). It is not difficult to see that
such a function gk , even with the weaker condition ;>0, satisfies
:

m=1
gk(m) m&s=‘(s) ‘(ks) f (ks) (_>1)
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with f as in our Theorem 5, so that Corollary 3 applies, more generally
than in [12] (that is, including the ranges u &1k and ;>0 for ; of
condition (45)). For instance the function
gk(m)=(&k(m)m);
where &k(m) denotes the largest k-free divisor of m, satisfies conditions (43)
and (45) if ;>1(k+1), and thus Theorem 3 of [12] provides an
asymptotic estimate for
:
mx
mugk(m)= :
mx
&uk(m)
if u=;1. Our Corollary 3 extends the validity of this estimate to the
range u>0. A number of other examples of functions a= gk satisfying (43)
and (44) or (45) can be found in [12].
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